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By the end of this decade, nearly all business will be

unwired. In fact, within three years, it will be virtually

impossible to buy a non-wireless-enabled device.

Advancements in communication technologies and

small-footprint devices, combined with the need to

push enterprise information to the point of action,

are driving demand for the Unwired Enterprise.

Just as the debut of the “wired” Internet required

companies to rethink essential business models and

underlying information architectures, the new

mobility of people and information enabled by the

Unwired Enterprise creates a mandate for rethinking

enterprise information technology solutions. By

leading the industry with software solutions to

manage and mobilize the enterprise, Sybase is helping

companies uncover new business fundamentals to

create value and boost competitive differentiation.
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Celebrating 20 years of innovation, Sybase delivers an end-to-end solution for the Unwired Enterprise, including
enterprise infrastructure and mobile software solutions for information management, development, and integration.
We enable our customers—leaders in commerce, finance, government, healthcare, and defense—to gain maximum
competitive advantage by unlocking the value of their information assets. 

Unlocking this value is no small feat. Much of today’s enterprise information is displaced, disconnected, and
not readily accessible. It sits in information silos, blocked by incompatible legacy systems and hard-wired
connections. Today’s dynamic business processes and increasingly mobile workforce require fundamental
changes. To remain competitive, organizations need better and faster access to critical data and the ability 
to leverage it at the point of action, where most decisions are made.

FROM DATA CENTER TO DEVICE
Sybase is in a strong position to deliver the advantages of the Unwired Enterprise—from data center to device.
Our heritage in information management, our market leadership in mobile data management, and our ecosystem
of industry partnerships give us a distinct advantage. We already deliver a robust suite of solutions for the
Unwired Enterprise—with more products to come—that seamlessly integrate and deliver just about any type
of data, regardless of origin or source, anywhere it’s required.

Built on an “Always Available” information architecture, our software provides reliable, secure, and cost-effective
tools to help better manage information and untangle it from legacy technologies that hamper productivity and
efficiency. By making information assets more “liquid,” we give our customers the power to extract more value
from their existing IT investments. We extend enterprise systems with a complete suite of mobile solutions, so
that employees, partners, and customers have access to critical information—anytime, anywhere, on any platform—
regardless of whether they are always or occasionally connected.

THE POWER OF THE UNWIRED ENTERPRISE 
Our customers realize significant advantages by unwiring their enterprise. They are more efficient, more
productive, more resilient, and better able to capitalize quickly on opportunities. Information is now consistently
useful, relevant, and ready to deliver economic value. Information is available at the point of action, enabling
real-time integrated decisions, greater customer intimacy, and fast return on investment.

It’s no wonder that more than 80 percent of the top 100 companies in the Fortune 500® rely on Sybase to
manage their most critical data. No wonder that more than 18,000 customers trust Sybase to deliver data
securely when and where it’s needed. Industry leaders from virtually every sector turn to Sybase to help them
unwire their enterprise for competitive gain.
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I N FORMATION MANAGEMENT AN D DEVELOPMENT & I NTEGRATION SOLUTIONS

To transform your business models for greater competitiveness, you need to construct an Unwired Enterprise.
Operating an Unwired Enterprise means that you will need complete access to your vast store of detailed information—
regardless of where and when it was originally captured. You will need to manage that information safely, securely,
and cost-effectively, using an open infrastructure that works easily with your chosen applications. You will need the
ability to route that information, proactively alerting decision makers in near real-time to improve their ability and
opportunity to respond appropriately. You will need flexible, automated processes to enrich information by fusing
critical applications and enabling fast and easy queries. In short, you need to boost the liquidity of your information
so that it can flow freely—inside and outside the enterprise. 

MANAGING INFORMATION COMPLEXITY
At Sybase, we have two decades of experience in delivering enterprise software solutions that help manage
information complexity and break down internal barriers, enabling organizations to integrate and transform their
heterogeneous and distributed data into easily accessible information for their unwired workforce. This ensures
that information is consistently useful, relevant, and ready to deliver economic value. Our track record speaks for
itself. With Sybase, you have all the tools to make your data work harder and smarter.

Which product won the LinuxWorld magazine Readers’ Choice award? Sybase Adaptive Server® Enterprise, a powerful
data management platform that provides real-time services for mission-critical, transaction-intensive applications. What
is the leading mobile database? Sybase SQL Anywhere® Studio, which provides industry-leading data management and
enterprise synchronization for anytime, anywhere access to corporate information. And, where do the world’s largest data
warehouses reside? On Sybase IQ, a highly scalable relational database optimized for unsurpassed query performance.

DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT, DEPLOYMENT, AND INTEGRATION
Managing information assets and boosting information liquidity is critical, but so too is your ability to rapidly
deliver critical applications. Sybase development and integration products are innovative, flexible, open, and fast.
They boost productivity, cut development time, and reduce project complexity, while improving collaboration
between business and technical teams. That means applications can be created and integrated consistently, predictably,
and with the highest quality possible.

Each tool in our suite is flexible and open and supports heterogeneous environments such as
.NET and Java. We offer the No. 1 data modeling solution, Sybase PowerDesigner®; powerful
development tools, including Sybase PowerBuilder® and Sybase Pocket PowerBuilder™; a variety
of application server platforms; process integration solutions; and innovative tools for reviewing
legacy information and improving the performance and flexibility of integrated systems. 
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CASE STUDY: HYUNDAI DEPARTMENT STORES

Hyundai Department Stores offer a high-end shopping experience to consumers in
South Korea. The company’s new wireless point-of-sale (POS) application embeds
Sybase SQL Anywhere®, enabling clerks to process a purchase from anywhere in the
store, using a handheld device. Shoppers no longer wait in long lines, and they tend to
shop longer and purchase more. Hyundai has realized a 40 percent reduction in total
POS hardware costs and a 30 percent reduction in administrative costs through
improved tracking of sales and more-efficient deployment of store personnel.
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How we work is quickly and radically transforming. Most industry analysts predict that every business will be
unwired by the end of the decade, yet many companies are struggling with how to best re-envision their enterprise
for mobility. 

Sybase is helping make the promise of mobility real. We are a recognized leader in providing end-to-end, mobile
enterprise computing solutions: mobile middleware, databases, synchronization, management solutions, and more.
While other companies are just now making investments to enter the mobility space, Sybase has provided mobile
information management solutions for 10 years. Our track record speaks for itself. Sybase and our iAnywhere®

subsidiary hold the No. 1 market share leadership positions in the mobile database and mobile middleware markets.
And our AvantGo® mobile Internet service—with 10-million-plus registered users—now ranks as one of the largest
mobile applications in the world.

Leveraging both our expertise in mobile data management and the unique concept of “Always Available” computing,
we’re enabling workers around the globe to access data and enterprise applications anywhere, anytime—regardless
of network availability.

MOBILIZING BUSINESS PROCESSES
Our customers’ business models are literally being transformed by the ability to get vital data to the mobile
workforce in an actionable format. They are either leveraging existing IT infrastructure to extend mobile usage
or implementing new mobile applications and data to create new business opportunities. Either way, information
technology is used as a competitive weapon to leapfrog the competition.

Here’s how we help. Most back-end applications require a constant, always-on connection to the enterprise database
and server. But this isn’t always possible for professionals in the field. With our mobile software offering, we provide
an always available, occasionally connected solution. It starts with a small, powerful database that resides on the
mobile client. This allows your professionals to carry the data they need on their laptop or handheld device and
work offline as if they were connected, even when no connection is available. Data synchronization technologies
enable the exchange of new information in a timely manner and minimize the amount of data that needs to be sent
over a wireless or dial-up connection. And through our end-to-end security features, data is protected, both on the
device and during transmission.

Sybase solutions shift relevant information down to the actual points of action in your organization, empowering
decision makers in ways that simply haven’t been possible before.
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“Sybase IQ brings us high-speed query performance. Sybase IQ also gives
us the ability to access a multi-terabyte database and the ability to
save significantly on disk storage costs for such a large database.”

—Kim Ross, Chief Information Officer, Nielsen Media Research
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MAKI NG IT ALL WORK TOGETH ER 
PARTN ERSH I P ECOSYSTEM AN D PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

Delivering on the extraordinary promises of the Unwired Enterprise requires industry-leading information
management and mobility solutions and deep, collaborative relationships with other industry leaders. Our partners
are a top priority, and together we are innovating new ways to access, share, and leverage information assets. With
Intel, we’re collaborating on the Unwired Enterprise initiative and optimizing our software for Intel processors.
With SAP, we are working to deliver unwired solutions for small and medium-size businesses. Apple Computer
chose Sybase as the first and only enterprise database on its new operating system, and Sun Microsystems picked
Sybase IQ technology for its Business Intelligence Data Warehouse go-to-market program. 

DELIVERING TECHNOLOGY AND MARKET EXPERTISE 
We’re also working hard to make the implementation of an Unwired Enterprise strategy easier for our customers.
Sybase Professional Services has experience and vertical market expertise to help our customers rapidly implement
Unwired Enterprise capabilities. We offer a range of consulting services—from developing complete technology
strategies and providing product implementation assistance, to conducting specific technology and architecture
assessments that support the distribution of information throughout the enterprise. We match appropriate
technologies to your business requirements through the employment of proven project management and our
delivery framework, SAFE™ (Sybase Advanced Framework to Enable). By leveraging these ISO-certified processes,
Sybase can deliver a complete business and technology solution to ensure that your business and remote professionals
have what’s required to succeed.

The Unwired Enterprise is about getting the most return from your existing information technology investments
by freeing your data and applications and moving them to the point of action. This shift in data management can
transform your business by empowering your people and providing them with better information at the point of
action, where decisions must be made. We’re committed to cementing our leadership position in what is fast
emerging as one of the technology industry’s largest growth markets today. And we’re committed to helping our
customers re-envision their enterprise for mobility, better decision making, and enhanced customer relationships.

CASE STUDY: NIELSEN MEDIA RESEARCH

Nielsen Media Research uses Sybase’s IQ technology to unlock the value of data,
analyzing and providing information about television viewing trends for the television
media industry. Sybase helps Nielsen Media Research subscribers determine which 
television programs provide the most-valuable advertising opportunities through
analysis of data stored on a multi-terabyte database. Thanks to the extreme efficiency
of Sybase’s data management solutions, Nielsen is also able to achieve significant
savings on disk storage costs for such a large database.
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DEAR FELLOW STOCKHOLDERS, CUSTOMERS, PARTNERS, AND EMPLOYEES:

The fundamental promise of information technology—better information, faster—remains the key
driver behind technology innovation and investment. What is evolving is the way new technologies
are delivering on this promise and transforming the core business models of corporations around the
world. We call this evolution the Unwired Enterprise, and no company is in a stronger position to
deliver its extraordinary advantages than Sybase.

While technology evolves, we continue to leverage a consistent and solid strategy: developing leading
enterprise software solutions, delivering value to our customers, and achieving solid financial results—
year after year.
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2003 SYBASE INDUSTRY LEADERSHIP

> No. 1 mobile middleware 1

> No. 1 mobile database 2

> Greater than 90 percent customer satisfaction rate 3

> The world’s largest data warehouses 4

> One of the largest mobile applications in the world—AvantGo®—with 
more than 10 million registered users

> LinuxWorld Readers’ Choice and Open Source World Editors’ Choice award 
recipient: Sybase Adaptive Server® Enterprise

> Largest market share in financial services of pure-play EAI vendors5

> One of the best places to work in the Greater San Francisco Bay Area6

JOHN S. CHEN
CHAIRMAN, CEO, AND PRESIDENT,
SYBASE, INC.
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We further strengthened our expertise in data management
and integration technology, and continued our market
leadership in mobile database and middleware. With these
and other strengths, we are helping companies worldwide
make enterprise information more accessible and get it 
into their professionals’ hands—anywhere, anytime, on 
any platform. We are helping unleash the potential of the
Unwired Enterprise. 

In 2003, we delivered positive earnings, balance sheet
performance, and stockholder value, as evidenced by the 
53 percent increase in our share price year-over-year—just
over twice the increase of the S&P 500. Despite continued
weakness in IT spending, we saw refocused energy on strategic
IT investments and new order activity as the year ended.

We are optimistic—about our continuous innovation and
product performance, our industry-leading strategies to
capture greater market share in the mobile and wireless
markets, and our ability to deliver value and grow our
business worldwide.

During 2003, we generated net cash from operating activities
of $202.1 million, and had $573.8 million in cash, cash
equivalents, and cash investments on December 31, 2003—
the highest in our history. We have no long-term debt.

SYBASE’S MARKET VISION:
ENABLING THE UNWIRED ENTERPRISE
As we celebrate our 20th year, we are well positioned with
software solutions for information management, application
development, and mobile and business solutions that address
today’s most critical business need: moving information to
the point of action. This is the Unwired Enterprise, and
enabling it is our driving strategy for 2004 and beyond. 
As the economy recovers, we see our growth coming from
companies’ urgent need to make real-time enterprise data,
information, and applications accessible to the front lines,
where most business decisions must be made.

The first step is providing information liquidity across 
the enterprise. Our proven and extensive track record in
information management, information access, application
development, and integration solutions allows our customers 

“As we celebrate our 20th year, we are well positioned with
software solutions for information management, application
development, and mobile and business solutions that address
today’s most critical business need: moving information to the
point of action. This is the Unwired Enterprise, and enabling it
is our driving strategy for 2004 and beyond.”

—John S. Chen, Chairman, CEO, and President
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to extract more value from their IT investments. Our solutions
integrate and seamlessly deliver just about any type of data—
whether in a database, a transaction, or an application.
Providing enterprise-wide information liquidity is a core
Sybase strength.

The second step is to access and use liquid information
assets in new ways. Information must be delivered to the
point of action, often through mobile technologies, so that
professionals who work off the corporate campus and occa-
sionally off the corporate network have the best information
available—whenever it’s required. Our mobility solutions
extend our customers’ systems, allowing information to be
easily accessed and to flow freely—anywhere, anytime, on
any platform. We are uniquely positioned to deliver an end-
to-end mobile enterprise solution that includes everything
from mobile databases, middleware, synchronization, and
management software all the way to an industry-leading
wireless portal, messaging, and ultralite-footprint databases.

EXPANDING THE PARTNER ECOSYSTEM
To further strengthen our offering, we have continued to
build deep, collaborative relationships with other industry
leaders. In 2003, we added several venerable companies to the
roster, including Intel and SAP. We are partnering with Intel
on multiple fronts, optimizing Sybase software on Intel
processors and pushing initiatives and activities to accelerate
the mass adoption of the Unwired Enterprise. With SAP, 
we are working to deliver integrated solutions for small and
medium-size businesses. These are just two examples of 
the types of new relationships we have in place to extend
our solutions further.

TARGETING GLOBAL MARKETS
We also continue to expand our focus on emerging markets
outside of North America. We see growth opportunities
around the world—in China, in a rebounding Japanese 
market, and in the potential revival of Eastern Europe.

Sybase Incorporated
Worldwide Headqu
One Sybase Drive
Dublin CA, 94568 U
T 1.800.8.SYBASE
www.sybase.com
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Sybase AvantGo® is a leading mobile
Internet service that delivers rich,
personalized content and applications 
to PDAs or smartphones. Providing 
news, weather, sports, stock quotes,
maps, movie listings, and more to its 
10-million-plus registered users.
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2003 Sybase Industry Leadership Sources: 1. IDC, Worldwide M iddleware Competitive Analysis, 2003. Forecast for 2003-2007, IDC
#29580, July 2003; 2. Gartner Dataquest; 3. Survey delivered by Satmetrix in December 2003: Percentage of respondents rating 
satisfaction with Sybase’s overall performance at midpoint or higher; 4. 2003 Winter Corporation Top Ten Program for Largest Database
Size and Most Rows/Records for Microsoft Windows®-based systems using Sybase IQ;™ 5. Source Tower, The Middleware Revolution;
6. April 2, 2004, San Francisco Business Times, Silicon Valley/San Jose Business Journal.
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Sybase Incorporated
Worldwide Headquarters
One Sybase Drive
Dublin CA, 94568 USA
T 1.800.8.SYBASE
www.sybase.com

BUILDING CATEGORY LEADERSHIP
Through our consistent and conservative practices, Sybase
has gained a reputation for integrity and credibility with
investors, customers, and partners. We are proud of this
status, along with our reputation for delivering continuous
innovation, product performance, and stockholder value.

We entered 2004 with great momentum, emerging as the
category leader in software solutions to enable the Unwired
Enterprise. We intend to build on our lead in the coming
year with new solutions, expanded partnerships, and
strategic investments that will strengthen our category
leadership and provide decision makers everywhere with
better information—faster.

We would like to thank our customers, partners, stockholders,
and employees for their continued support in one of the most
exciting and promising eras in our 20-year history.

Sincerely,

John S. Chen
Chairman, Chief Executive Officer, and President
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